I. INTRODUCTION The Riemannian geometry with A set with this property is said to be open that S in Euclidean space E is open if for every P in S there exists a spherical neighborhood ) ( P S of P , A set in E is compact if and only if is closed and bounded.
A compact set S is also closed , for let Q 
II. A BASIC NOTIONS ON TOPLOGICAL
GEOMETRY An every point in the interior of a circle in the plan can be enclosed in a spherical neighborhood which is also contained in the interior . A set with this property is said to be open that S in Euclidean space E is open if for every P in S there exists a spherical neighborhood 
Open disk
Is open set in 
Have nonempty intersections with S , and .
The intersections of 1 O and 2 O with S are disjoint a nonempty set S is said to be connected if it is not disconnected see fig. ( 
Continuous Mappings on Euclidean spaces
Let E and F be Euclidean spaces and S a subset of E . Let f be a mapping of S into F to each P in S there is assigned a point 
is a continuous surjection , implies C is not connected and thus contradicts the hypothesis of our assumption is false and ) (C f is connected .
Corollary
If 1 1 : R R f  is a continuous injective function then f is a homeomorphism from 1 R to ) ( 1 R f .
Proof :
The fact f is injective given f a bijection from 
Theorem
The space 
is open and connected according .
Definition
be family of subset of the space X and
Let       : A be a cover of X B  then the family         : A is a cover B .
Theorem
Every compact Hausdorff space is normal .
Proof :
Let A and B be any two disjoint closed subsets of the compact Hausdorff space X both A and B are compact , for A a  and the set B .
Definition
is continuous at a point 
Topological Differential Geometry
In this section is review of basic notions on differential geometry :
there exist open sets such that
Definition 2.4.2 [Second countable]
A topological space M is second countable if there exists a countable basis for the topology on M .
Definition 2.4.3[ Locally Euclidean of dimension N ]
A topological space M is locally Euclidean of dimension n if for every point 
Definition 2.4.4
A topological manifold of dimension n is a topological space that is Hausdorff, second countable and locally Euclidean of dimension n .
Example 2.4.5
The open rectangles in plan 3 R bounded by sides parallel to the x-axis and y-axis also form a base  for the usual topology on
vertices lie on the boundary of p D satisfies .
As indicated in the diagram in other words  . fig(2 fig. (3) 
Example2.4.7
The projection mapping
is an open interval .
On the other hand  is not a closed function , for set . 
Open and
is known as the transitition map . 
Example 2.4.11
The subset of plan 2 R are homeomorphic , where the topologies are the gelatinized usual topologies fig.(4) . (11)  
is a regular parametric representation of S defined on U as indicated in space that the image of the coordinate line
on S along which u is a parameter . The curve is called the u-parameter on S called the v-parameter curves the image of coordinate lines v (constant ) and u (constant) fig.(6) .
Example 2.4.13
The there exists an open set W in U and a 1-1 mapping ) , ( , ) , (
Definition 2.4.14
A smooth manifold M of dimension n is a topological manifold of dimension n together with a smooth structure Let M and N be two manifolds of dimension n m , respectively a map
is called smooth at
and the composition. (13) ) ( ) ( : 
is an embedding then
is an immersed submanifolds of N . 
Tangent space and vector fields
given by the formula .
) 0 (
Remark 2.5.2
A tangent vector at p is known as a liner function defined on 
and for
Cotangent space and Vector Bundles and Tensor Fields
Let M be a smooth n-manifolds and The Tensor product is bilinear and associative however it is in general not commutative that is 
is called transition maps. . Let
Bundle Maps and isomorphisms

Suppose
by an in the transition maps for the dial bundle
Definition2.7.2 [ Tensor product of vector Bundles ]
Suppose   
be a smooth map between two smooth manifolds and
,..., ,..., and has a partition of unity and w has compact support and is a differential n-form on M .
Riemannian Manifolds
An inner product (or scalar product) on a vector space V is a function
that is :
(ii)Bilinear is called smooth at 
Definition
[ Tangent space and vector fields ]
given by the formula
Remark 2.11.2
A tangent vector at p is known as a liner function defined on
this is possible duel to the theorem about existence of solutions of liner first order ODEs , then consider the map
, this is liner map between two vector spaces and it is independent of the choice of  .
Definition 2.11.4
The liner map p F * defined above is called the derivative or differential of F at p while the image
[ Locally Euclidean of dimension N]
Open and
is known as the( transitition map ).
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III. LOWER ESTIMATES FOR DIRAC OPERATOR
3.1[ LOWER ESTIMATES FOR THE EIGENVALUES OF THE DIRAC OPERATOR ]
In this section we will consider a compact Riemannian The proof is based on not using the Levi-civita connection but , instead considering a suitably modified covariant derivative in the spin or bundle , to this end fix a real -valued function
and introduce the covariant derivative f  in the spinor bundle S by the formula introduce the covariant derivative f  in the spinor bundle S by formula .
The algebraic properties of multiplication imply that f  is metric covariant derivative in the spinor bundle S . 
, discussing the boundary case in estimate we immediately obtain the remaining assertions of the proposition the method of proof applied here may be refined in various ways . Consider ,for example for fixed smooth real -valued function
and perform a calculation with the length is equal to , and we can choose f as a solution to the differential equate .
constant ,and we obtain ) (
. Of course , the last inequality is interesting only for 2-dimensional Riemannian manifolds which ,topologically are sphere . Summarizing, we obtain the following proposition originally due to, Hijazi ,and Bar 
, and this in turn yields starting form 
Be the components of curvature tensor and .
Those of the Ricci tensor . Then define two new tensor k ,and W by. 
